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Outline of the talk

● Discuss a word game, try it ourselves, and test how well ChatGPT can play it
● Learn how word embeddings are created to represent text for LLMs
● Learn how LLMs generate text through transformers and self-attention
● Reflect on LLMs



How to play NYT game Connections

Find groups of four items that share something in common

● Pick four items, and check if your guess is correct
● Try to find all four groups without making four mistakes

Category examples:

● FISH: Bass, Flounder, Salmon, Trout
● FIRE _____: Ant, Drill, Island, Opal

Each puzzle has exactly one solution. Watch out for words that seem to belong to 
multiple categories.







Let’s see how OpenAI’s ChatGPT (3.5) handles this game

Note that these are the same 4 words as above

These 3 words are part of the “Taunts” group



Provide a hint



Found the right concept for the group

Completely remakes group 1



Even with another hint it cannot correctly complete the group

When asked, says these are related as dessert flavors

Doesn’t remember that I told it to remove ghost from group



Let’s learn more about how LLMs like ChatGPT work

● First we will see how words are transformed into numeric data suitable for 
deep learning

● As you learn more about how LLMs work, think about why the word game 
Connections might be challenging for LLMs



Article in the Financial Times

All of the visualizations included below (except where otherwise noted) are from this article



Word embeddings
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Let’s learn about how LLMs generate text 

● Transformers
● Self-attention
● These concepts can be applied to more than just text—it also works to 

produce pictures, music, and computer code



Transformers

Image the Financial Times article entitled “Transformers: The Google scientists who pioneered an AI revolution”



Transformers

Image from the Financial Times article entitled “Transformers: The Google scientists who pioneered an AI revolution”



Transformers and self-attention



Transformers and self-attention



Transformers and self-attention



Transformers and self-attention



Language challenge for AI

● Binary choice questions 
● Two entities are mentioned in the question
● A pronoun is used to refer to one of them 
● What is the correct referent of the pronoun? 
● Changing just one word in the statement, changes the correct referent
● How will LLMs do at this task?



For example

● The dog chewed the bone because it was hungry.
● The dog chewed the bone because it was delicious.

What does the pronoun “it” refer to in each of these sentences?



How self-attention helps focus on the correct words



Another example

● Sam painted a picture of shepherds with sheep, but they ended up looking 
like dogs.

● Sam painted a picture of shepherds with sheep, but they ended up looking 
like golfers.

What does the pronoun “they” refer to in each of these sentences?



ChatGPT doesn’t fare as well in this example



Here it suggests the correct referent, but it’s explanation is disappointing



Though the desired information does seem to be present in the model
LLMSface the symbol grounding
problem seeSteve Harnad They are

notembodied onlyexperience
of theworld is thru text



Transformers and self-attention



Generating text

l



Generating text
stochastic vs deterministic

LLMs as stochastic parrots

Paper On thedangers of stochasticparrots Can large language
modelsbe too big



Generating text



Generating text



Generating a paragraph of text



What makes the Connections game challenging for LLMs?

● The player is only provided with 16 words without any context
● The transformer and self-attention mechanisms need context to help 

disambiguate the words and determine their intended meaning



Summarizing capabilities of LLMs like ChatGPT

● They are not search engines—they are instead pattern matching engines
● They write text that is reasonably coherent and plausible, but there are no 

guarantees that it is factually correct
● They often fabricate information, generating made up names, dates, article 

titles, and quotes
● They have been trained on text scraped from the internet, and thus absorb 

the cultural biases inherent within that text


